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Florida Bill Seeks to Stop Arrests Of Injured Immigrant Workers
By: Michael Grabell and Howard Berkes

A new bill under consideration by Florida
lawmakers would stop insurance companies from
dodging workers compensation payouts by aiding
in the arrest and deportation of unauthorized
immigrants who are injured on the job.
Legislators and advocates have been pushing
for the measure since last summer, when
ProPublica and NPR documented more than 130
cases in which immigrants who had suffered
legitimate workplace injuries were flagged to law
enforcement agencies by their employers'
insurers. The workers faced felony fraud charges
for using a fake ID when they sought medical
care. Meanwhile, the insurers often avoided
paying the workers' compensation benefits legally
due to all employees injured at work.
Some workers were detained by federal
immigration agents and deported without getting
proper medical treatment for serious injuries.
The practice stems from a provision in a 2003
workers' comp law that made it a crime to file a
claim using false identification. Many injured
immigrants never pursued compensation
themselves, ProPublica and NPR found. Instead
insurers turned them in after they sought
treatment and their employers transmitted
paperwork containing the Social Security number
they'd used to get hired.
Because the law also made it a crime to apply
for a job with a fake ID, hundreds of immigrant
workers were charged with workers' comp fraud
even though they had never been injured or filed a
claim.
State insurance fraud investigators insist the law
has nothing to do with immigration. But
ProPublica and NPR found that more than 99
percent of the workers arrested under the statute
were Hispanic immigrants working with false
papers.
Critics of the 2003 law — and how it is being
used — say that it not only harms workers, but it
allows unscrupulous construction companies and
other employers in dangerous industries to hire
unauthorized immigrants, take safety shortcuts
and know they won't be financially responsible
for any injuries that occur. And they say it shifts
medical costs to taxpayers.
"This has sent a signal throughout the
workforce that if you're injured, don't report it,
don't tell your boss because you know that in
order to keep from paying benefits, they're going
to call immigration on you," said Rich Templin of
the Florida AFL-CIO. "You will wind up in the
public health care system. That is essentially the
taxpayer subsidizing the health care cost that
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should be paid by the employer and insurance
carrier."
After ProPublica and NPR's stories ran,
Republican Sen. Anitere Flores, the president pro
tempore of the state Senate and chair of the
Banking and Insurance Committee, called the
issue "borderline unconscionable." And a national
insurance group, the Coalition Against Insurance
Fraud, urged lawmakers to "correct this
loophole."
In addition to the ProPublica and NPR
investigation, the issue was also the subject of a
Naples Daily News series in December.
Despite its supporters, passing the bill might not
be easy, said Templin of the AFL-CIO. It's unclear
how much sway the national insurance group will
have on Florida insurers, many of which are
independent and tied to state business
associations. In addition, he said, many
lawmakers in Florida's conservative House
oppose legislation seen as helping unauthorized
immigrants.
ProPublica has reached out to lawmakers,
insurance attorneys and industry representatives
who might oppose the bill, but have not yet heard
back.
But attorneys working for insurers have
supported the current law in the past saying that
anyone who lies should not have access to
benefits.
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